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1. Introduction
Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay plc (TLSB) is proposing to construct the world’s first, purpose-built, tidal
lagoon in Swansea Bay, comprising a large seawall, turbine housing and associated development for
the generation of renewable energy via the high tidal range (the difference between high and low
water) that is a distinguishing feature of the Bay and the Severn Estuary more widely.
This document sets out and justifies the consultation strategy which forms a core part of the
planning process for Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon (the Project), under the Planning Act 2008. It explains
how multiple initiatives will come together to enable TLSB to reach out to a wide community in
order to engage, inform, listen and act.
TLSB believes in widespread consultation, viewing it as an essential part of the development process
to secure the best possible project outcome – and the moral responsibility of a good neighbour and
corporate citizen. Consequently, TLSB aims to meet and exceed the consultation requirements of
relevant legislation, and to follow local and national best practice guidance in all respects.
TLSB fully supports the front-loaded nature of consultation for Nationally Significant Infrastructure
Projects (NSIPs) such as this, to ensure that local people help influence the development of the final
scheme, and to secure a transparent and efficient examination process:
“Effective pre-application consultation will lead to applications which are better developed and
better understood by the public, and in which the important issues have been articulated and
considered as far as possible in advance of submission of the application to the Secretary of
State.” Planning Act 2008, Guidance on the Pre-application Process, Department for
Communities and Local Government, January 2013

2. Project context
UK electricity demand is increasing while generating capacity declines as our power infrastructure
ages. The challenge created by these circumstances is enhanced by dwindling global fossil fuel
reserves; by the instability of many fossil fuels’ countries of origin; and by the need to decarbonise
power generation in the face of the threat of climate change. The UK must therefore look at
alternative, diverse, renewable, domestic, sources of electricity that can be connected quickly and
deliver long-term, low-cost, reliable and predictable power to our communities, independent of
weather events. Tidal lagoons meet these criteria and TLSB believes they can also bring a diverse
range of secondary benefits in addition to clean electricity.
The Severn Estuary holds the second highest tidal range in the world and within this Swansea Bay
benefits from spring tides of up to 12m. This tidal range offers significant potential for the extraction
of renewable energy through the construction of tidal lagoons and is an exciting opportunity for
Wales and the UK.
TLSB’s vision is to see this sustainable and abundant tidal resource help the UK towards greater
energy security. It can help the transition to a low carbon future and lower costs of electricity, while
providing regenerative, economic and recreational benefits to local communities.
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3. Project description
The proposal for a tidal lagoon in Swansea Bay comprises:












A seawall of approx. 10km length
Hydro turbines in an offshore housing
Sluice gates and overhead gantries
Electricity step-up facilities
Offshore and onshore cables
Navigational lighting and safety warning systems
Operation and control centre
Visitor centre building
Onshore visitor facilities and access
Parking provision and public transport pick up / drop off
A pedestrian and cycle bridge link to the development from SA1.

These components will together provide:







250MW of installed tidal power capacity, capable of 16 hours of generation every day
Reliable, predictable electricity generation for 107,000 homes (equivalent to Swansea’s
annual domestic electricity use) for 120 years
An important contribution towards national emission reduction targets: over 200,000 tonnes
CO2 saved annually
An opportunity to develop a tidal range industry for the UK, centred around Wales
Community and tourism opportunities covering education, arts, culture, recreation and
sports
Tidal power connected to the National Grid by 2020, as other power stations are closed
down.

However, as with any major infrastructure project, the lagoon may also affect the lives of local
communities during both the construction and operation phases. Expected impacts associated with
the Project include, for example:






Visual impact
Ecological, water quality and other environmental impacts
Restrictions to navigation in the bay
Increased traffic during construction and operation phases
Other impacts, as set out in the EIA Scoping Report submitted to the Planning Inspectorate
in October 2012, and now the subject of a full Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA).

Therefore it is vital that local communities have opportunities to contribute to the planning process,
as set out in this document.

4. National planning context: the Planning Act 2008
The Planning Act 2008 (as amended by the Localism Act 2011) made significant changes to the
planning system for major infrastructure projects such as this. The proposed Swansea Bay Tidal
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Lagoon is an offshore generating station of more than 100MW and as such it is classified under the
2008 Act as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP). An application must therefore be
made to the Planning Inspectorate (referred to as the Inspectorate, or PINS) for permission under a
development consent order (DCO) from the Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change.
The DCO will embrace a number of separate consents formerly required for a project of this type. A
formal Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) will be required as part of the application and an
Environmental Statement (ES) documenting the findings of the EIA process will be prepared in
accordance with the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2009
and the Marine Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2007.
Section 33 of the Planning Act 2008 dispenses with the need for separate planning permission and
consents under Section 36 or 37 of the Electricity Act 1989 and the Town and Country Planning Act
(TCPA) 1990. However, the proposal lies within Welsh waters and therefore a marine license is
required for construction and dredging from the Welsh Government Marine Consents Unit (MCU)
under the Marine and Coastal Access Act (MCAA) 2009. Since April 2011, the MCAA 2009 replaced
the need for licences under the Food and Environment Protection Act (FEPA) 1985 and the Coast
Protection Act (CPA) 1949. It is proposed that a single EIA process and ES will be prepared embracing
as many statutory consents as possible.
The DCO will provide for the generating station itself plus its component parts. These include the
offshore and most onshore aspects of the project, including the integral electrical grid connection
works, which will form part of the application for development. Onshore elements of the project
which are not categorised as ‘associated development’ will be applied for under the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 to the relevant local authority, in this case the City and County of
Swansea (CCS).
Other consents or permissions required include:






A lease from The Crown Estate for use of the seabed
A lease from The Somerset Trust for use of the intertidal area
A European Protected Species (EPS) Licence – this may be required if species protected
under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010, and the Offshore Marine
Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 2007 (as amended) (collectively known as
the ‘Habitat and Offshore Marine Regulations’) are present. These licences are issued by the
MCU for developments within 12nm of the coast.
Consent from the Environment Agency may be required under the Water Resources Act
1991 (if discharging/draining water or erecting structures, e.g. cabling, in, over or under a
water course that is part of a main river), to the extent that this is not included in the
development consent.

5. Consultation for NSIPs
Before submitting an application for a DCO to construct a NSIP, the 2008 Act requires that
consultation must be carried out with key stakeholders, the local community and interest groups as
follows:
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Section 42 (duty to consult) requires a programme of consultation with those ‘prescribed
bodies’ set out in the Infrastructure Planning (Applications, Prescribed Forms and
Procedures) Regulations 2009, each local authority (defined in s43), and those with an
interest in the land (defined in s44).
Section 47 (duty to consult the local community) requires the applicant to prepare a
statement (with input from the local authorities) setting out how it proposes to consult with
people living in the vicinity of the development, and then to conduct the consultation in
accordance with that statement. The statement is known as a Statement of Community
Consultation (SoCC), and this document has been prepared in support of that SoCC –
provided in draft in Appendix B.

Early involvement of local communities, local authorities and statutory consultees (as set out in this
document and the accompanying SoCC) aims to bring about the following shared benefits:






Allow the public to influence how the Project is developed and how it is integrated into the
community by providing TLSB with feedback on potential options.
Help local people understand better what the Project means for them, so that concerns
resulting from misunderstandings are resolved early.
Obtain important information about the economic, social and environmental impacts of a
scheme, thus helping TLSB to identify unsuitable project options as early as possible.
Enable potential mitigating measures to be considered and, where appropriate, built into
the Project before the application is submitted.
Identify new ways in which the Project could support wider strategic or local objectives.

Without adequate consultation, the subsequent application will not be accepted by the Inspectorate
when it is submitted. In brief, the requirements for acceptance are to:










Notify the Secretary of State of the proposed application – completed in October 2012.
Identify whether the project requires an EIA (the Project does require EIA) and confirm the
submission of an ES along with the application – completed in October 2012.
Produce a SoCC in consultation with the relevant local authorities, as described above.
Make the SoCC available for inspection by the public in a way that is reasonably convenient
for local people, as required by section 47 of the 2008 Act and Regulations.
Identify and consult statutory consultees, as required by section 42 of the 2008 Act and
Regulations.
Set a minimum deadline of 28 days by which responses to consultation must be received.
Have regard to relevant responses to publicity and consultation.
Publicise the proposed application in accordance with Regulations.
Prepare a consultation report and submit it to the Secretary of State.

The Government recognises that major infrastructure projects and the communities and
environment in which they are located will vary considerably. As such, a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach is
not appropriate. Instead, applicants (such as TLSB, who are best placed to understand the detail of
the Project), and the relevant local authorities (who have a unique knowledge of their local
communities) must work together to develop plans for consultation. The key aim is to ensure that
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the amount of consultation undertaken, and who is consulted, is in proportion to the size and scale
of project and where its impacts will be felt.
It is important to note that the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations (2009) also require pre-application formal consultation with the local authorities and
statutory bodies during the preparation of the ES. In October 2012, TLSB submitted an EIA Scoping
Report to the Inspectorate, setting out details of the project in order to assist in the process of
identifying the appropriate scope of the EIA. The Inspectorate responded in November 2012, setting
out the parameters of the EIA, and stipulating the bodies to be consulted during the Project’s preapplication phase. Both documents are available on the Inspectorate’s website:
http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk/projects/wales/tidal-lagoon-swansea-bay/
Current guidance and best practice for consultation
For reference, the following documents were considered in designing the consultation strategy:









The National Plannning Policy Framework, March 2012
Planning Act 2008, Guidance on the Pre-application Process, Department for Communities
and Local Government, January 2013 (and the preceding document: Planning Act 2008:
Guidance on pre-application consultation, September 2009)
The former Infrastructure Planning Commission’s Guidance Note 1 on Pre-Application Stages
(Chapter 2 of the Planning Act 2008, Revision 1), 29 March 2010
The Planning Inspectorate’s Advice note 8.2: Responding to the developer’s pre-application
consultation, April 2012
The Inspectorate’s Advice note 14: Compiling the consultation report, April 2012
The Inspectorate’s Advice note 16: The developer’s pre-application consultation, publicity
and notification duties, April 2012
Local planning documents including the Community Involvement Schemes for CCS and
NPTBC as set out in Section 6, below.

6. Local planning context: Community Involvement Schemes
The Project’s onshore infrastructure and grid connection will be located within the City and County
of Swansea (CCS) and Neath Port Talbot County Borough (NPTCB), meaning these two authorities
will be consulted on the SoCC and provided with this document.
Both authorities have published a Community Involvement Scheme (CIS) setting out how
communities will be considered, engaged and planned for throughout the preparation, alteration
and review stages of their Local Development Plans (LDP). Preparation of LDPs is a different process
to pre-application consultation for NSIPs, but the consultation ambitions are similarly high so the CIS
together provide a useful reference point in preparing the SoCC. Other relevant local
documents/resources reviewed in the preparation of this strategy include:




NPTCB: Equalities Guide for Community Engagement; ‘Working Together – Making a Real
Difference’ (a partnership agreement between the authority and the voluntary/community
sector)
CCS: Consultation and Engagement Strategy 2011-14, Equality & Diversity Scheme,
www.swanseaconsultationpartnership.org.uk/
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7. Size and coverage of (s47) local community consultation exercise
TLSB believes that those living nearest, and being most affected by, the Project should have the
loudest voice in the consultation so the strategy focuses attention accordingly while remaining
receptive to views from any source. The consultation base includes approximately XXX,000
addresses but we anticipate receiving representations from a wider area – indeed, from anyone with
an interest in the future of Swansea Bay.
TLSB has defined three consultation zones with reference to the following criteria:





Wards within community council areas identified as Reg.9 statutory consultees by the
Inspectorate (Coedffranc, Briton Ferry, Dyffryn Clydach, Neath, Pelenna)
Seafront wards in CCS and NPTCB
Wards within 1km of the onshore cable route and substation
Wards with significant views of the development within the 15km Zone of Theoretical
Visibility (ZTV)

The zones are defined as:




Commented [C3]: LPAs to advise on suitability of zones concept.

Zone 1, core consultation area – seafront wards with significant visibility of the Project
Zone 2, reduced impact area – wards with limited visibility of the Project
Zone 3, zero visibility area – wards with no visibility of the Project

Appendix A comprises the following maps:
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Electoral wards of CCS and NPTCB
Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon, Zone of Theoretical Visibility
Proposed cable route, with 1km radius
Community Councils included in Reg.9 list as statutory consultees
Seafront wards of CCS and NPTCB
Wards within the 15km Zone of Theoretical Visibility
Wards within 1km of the proposed cable route
Consultation zones 1-3

The consultation strategy caters for the three zones differently as set out in the sections below.

8. Appropriateness of consultation techniques
The Department for Communities and Local Government’s Guidance on the Pre-application Process
(January 2013) says:
“To manage the tension between consulting early, but also having project proposals that are
firm enough to enable consultees to comment, applicants are encouraged to consider an
iterative, phased consultation consisting of two (or more) stages… For example, applicants
might wish to consider undertaking informal early consultation at a stage where options are
still being considered. This will be helpful in informing proposals and assisting the applicant
in establishing a preferred option on which to undertake formal statutory public
consultation.”
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Phasing
The quote above exactly describes the approach taken by TLSB in a two-phased process:


Phase 1: informal consultation began in autumn 2011 (and will run until Phase 2 commences
in June 2013), identifying and addressing ‘Issues and Options’ arising from the Project. In
January 2013, Phase 1 consultation responses received to date were reviewed in detail and a
summary is included in Appendix C as follows:
o Introduction
o Stakeholders consulted
o Consultation materials used
o Key issues and responses
o Frequently asked questions – and answers
o Leisure facilities feasibility study
o Lagoon design evolution
The January 2013 review (and bulleted items above) subsequently formed the basis of a
review of the consultation strategy (of which this document is a direct result), and an update
of informal consultation materials for use from February to May 2013 (including the
Preliminary Environmental Information report).



Phase 2: formal consultation (under s42 and s47 of the Planning Act 2008) on Preferred
Options and the Preliminary Environmental Information Report (PEIR) to run from 1 June to
31 July 2013, as set out below.

Consultation principles
For both phases of engagement, TLSB aspires to the following principles:







Use participative methods and make participation and involvement as easy and inclusive as
possible.
Make sure the exercise will inform and influence decisions to be made, such that:
o consultation is designed to inform the decision to be made;
o consultees know that their responses will be taken into account; and
o consultees can receive clear feedback on how their views were taken into account.
Front-load consultation, i.e. engage with stakeholders as early as possible.
Always consider the most appropriate and productive methods of consultation.
Regard consultation as a meaningful process, not a ‘tick-box exercise’.

Zoning
The consultation zones proposed (illustrated in Appendix A) are appropriate in helping TLSB to focus
on the areas most affected by the Project, while remaining receptive to views from any source.



Zone 1, core consultation area – will host flagship events/exhibitions and be the focus of all
the communication methods described below.
Zone 2, reduced impact area – will receive targeted communications where the Project is
most visible, promoting attendance at Zone 1 events/exhibitions and encouraging direct
response via questionnaire/online.
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Zone 3, zero visibility area – will rely on mass media/public relations and letters to
Community Councils to publicise the consultation and promote participation in it.

Communication methods
A range of communication methods will be used throughout the pre-application process to engage
with the diverse communities represented in Swansea Bay. TLSB recognises that not everyone is able
to stand and speak in a group, attend a meeting, access the internet or fill in a form, and will provide
multiple communication channels accordingly. The following list represents the expected level of
engagement suitable for a diverse local audience and has been prepared with reference to the CIS of
both CCS and NPTCB:
















Project website – launched in November 2012 at: www.tidallagoonswanseabay.com and
designed to level AA of the UK Disability Discrimination Act 1995. TLSB’s appointed web
partner is Consense (www.consense.co.uk) who have built consultation websites for
multiple NSIP/energy projects.
Questionnaire/comments form – to be sent direct to addresses within the consultation
boundary (above), and made available at all public exhibitions and on the website.
Independent survey – a door-to-door survey, conducted by an independent research
company, of a representative sample group from CCS and NPTCB. The survey would consist
of a number of overview questions to gauge support/opposition/issues.
Newsletter/leaflet – to be sent to those most likely to be affected by the development,
posted on the project website, and made available to the wider community at local libraries,
council offices and tourist information centres. Always to include details of the project
website, Freepost address and Freephone number.
Media – press releases/advertisements will be issued during the pre-application process (in
accordance with s48 and secondary legislation) to include details of the consultation process
and public exhibitions. The local authorities’ community newspapers and websites will be
kept informed. TLSB will also work with a public relations advisor to place news stories on
the Project’s progress and associate consultation events in local mainstream media.
Public exhibitions – to be held at various locations around Swansea Bay. Initial proposals (to
be agreed with the LPAs) are set out in Section 11 below. Events will include participative
exercises wherever possible and will be supported by local publicity to secure a good turnout (e.g. flyers, posters, press adverts, radio, local events websites).
Political engagement: Town and Community Council briefings – local politicians, councils
and relevant community groups will be kept informed on all aspects of the project as they
will play important roles in engaging with local communities and conveying information.
Existing networks and partnerships – groups of local residents (e.g. Citizen Panels) will be
consulted on a regular basis as the project progresses.
Lodging of documents in public – the following documents will be lodged at local libraries,
council offices, one-stop shops, tourist information centres and made available on the
project website:
o The SoCC
o A project summary
o Comments forms
o Newsletters
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o

Any other relevant advertisements.

9. Design and format of consultation materials
Consultation materials will be professionally produced by specialist copywriters and graphic
designers to ensure they are easily understood by all audiences.
Welsh Language provision has been set with reference to NPTBC and CCS’s Welsh Language
Schemes. Wherever possible public documents will be published bilingually in English and Welsh,
although where they are technical in nature and of limited public interest the need for the document
to be bilingual will be reviewed. Wherever possible, public consultation events will be attended by a
Welsh speaker.

Commented [C6]: To be agreed with LPAs, and to be discussed
with the Welsh Language Commissioner (a statutory consultee).

Minority languages in wide use locally (defined as: xxx) will also be provided for via translation of key
documents, and an interpretation service will be made available on request. Large print format
documents will also be made available.

Commented [C7]: To be agreed with LPAs.

Key materials:








10.

Project website – launched in November 2012 (and designed to level AA of the UK Disability
Discrimination Act 1995), it will contain all historic/current information on the project and
consultation process. The website will soon allow people to submit comments and ideas in a
structured manner.
Questionnaire/comments form – standard A4, double-sided, hand-out.
Newsletter/leaflets – online and standard A4 or A5 (as appropriate), single/double-sided,
hand-out.
Posters – to be placed at key public venues in a range of sizes, minimum A3.
Media – paid-for advertising space will be in accordance with s48 of the 2008 Act and
secondary legislation.
Public exhibition display boards – to a professional standard suitable for all audiences,
including participative exercises wherever possible.

Issues to be covered in consultation materials

As noted above, TLSB conducted informal consultation on issues and options arising from the Project
between autumn 2011 and spring 2013, and is now proposing to embark on formal consultation
(under s42 and s47 of the Planning Act 2008) from 1 June 2013, on Preferred Options and the
Preliminary Environmental Information Report (PEIR). TLSB will be clear which aspects of the Project
can and cannot be changed via the local community consultation.
Swansea Bay is an ideal location for a tidal lagoon due to: its high tidal range; the depths of water
(bathymetry); the geology of the seabed; the proximity of grid infrastructure; and the opportunities
for associated seafront regeneration. The specific location and shape of the lagoon within the Bay is
dictated by the same factors examined in greater detail, plus the need to design for the mitigation of
environmental impact. The scale of the Project is dictated by the interrelationships between:
detailed bathymetry and geology; the ratio of seawall length to volume of water enclosed, in order
to optimise power output; and the need to ensure the structural integrity of the seawall and turbine
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housings for the life of the Project. These features are all being discussed with statutory consultees
and assessed by independent experts. However, they have limited opportunity for change via the
local community consultation, which will instead focus on: how best TLSB should make its
application to the Inspectorate, and how TLSB should work within the communities, the
land/seascape and lives of those that the lagoon would affect.
Consultation materials will cover:
Context
 UK planning context: the Planning Act 2008, Localism Act 2011, NSIPs, the Planning
Inspectorate, Secretary of State (Energy), Welsh Government Marine Consents Unit,
consultation requirements/strategy, Planning Aid
 Local planning context: WAG sustainable development/renewable energy/carbon targets,
green energy/skills, LDPs, access to coastline, SA1 and wider regeneration, watersports,
education
 Energy context: fossil fuels, climate change, renewable energy, UK tidal energy resource,
lagoon generating capacity, your energy bills, fuel poverty, Government financial support for
renewables
 Informal consultation to date: issues and options
Proposed development – preferred options
 The lagoon NSIP and associated development - proven technology used in innovative way:
o Offshore: seawall, turbine housing, turbines, cable route/grid connection (absence
of pylons), construction methodology, how/when power is generated
o Onshore: operations & maintenance facilities, visitor centre, public realm,
connectivity to Swansea and the new Science Campus, other facilities
 Other development being applied for under the T&CPA 1990
o TBC – e.g. mariculture centre, sailing/watersports centre
 Secondary benefits
o Jobs created (direct/indirect/induced, construction phase, operations phase, supply
chain), a new exportable industry for South Wales
o Tourism, art and culture, sport and leisure, education, mariculture, community
ownership
Environmental impact assessment
 Preliminary Environmental Impact Report
 Environmental benefits – CO2 savings
 Possible environmental impacts – areas being assessed
 Proposed (draft) mitigation measures

11.

Suggested places and timings of public events

Open exhibitions will be held at various locations around Swansea Bay, focusing on consultation
Zone 1, where visitors can view details of the proposals, speak to the project team, and record
comments and ideas. Staff will be experienced consultation facilitators able to explain complex
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issues in simple terms. Venues and dates will be advertised through local media and the project
website. Events/exhibitions are proposed as follows:






12.

All-day (approx. 10am to 8pm) consultation events will be held at central locations in:
o Swansea – XX June/July, at National Waterfront Museum/Swansea Civic Centre
o Neath – XX June/July, at Neath Civic Centre/Neath Town Hall
o Port Talbot – XX June/July, at Princess Royal Theatre/Aberavon Beach Hotel
o Mumbles – XX June/July, at Newton Village Hall/Victoria Hall
Afternoon/evening consultation events (approx. 3-8pm) will be held at community halls in
the Zone 1 core consultation area, for example:
o CCS:
o St Thomas – St Thomas Community Primary School or The Towers
o Castle – Dyfatty Community Centre or The Environment Centre
o Uplands – Brynmill Community Centre or Taliesin Arts Centre, Swansea University
o Sketty – Sketty Park Community Centre or St Pauls Parish Centre
o Mayals – Mayals Primary School
o West Cross – West Cross Community Centre
o Oystermouth – Ostreme Centre or All Saints Church
o NPTCBC:
o Margam – Margam Discovery Centre
o Tai-bach – Tai-bach Community Centre
o Port Talbot – Four Winds Hotel or Blancos Hotel
o Aberavon – Aberavon Community Hall or St Joseph’s Comprehensive,
o Sandfields East – Dalton Road Community Centre
o Sandfields West – Sandfield Community Education Centre
o Baglan – Baglan Community Centre
o Briton Ferry West – BF Community First Centre or BF Community Centre
o Coedffranc West – Carnegie Hall
Permanent, un-manned, exhibitions for the duration of the consultation period in:
o TLSB offices, SA1, during normal office hours (space permitting)
o Swansea Civic Centre
o Neath Civic Centre
o Port Talbot Civic Centre

Local bodies and representative groups to be consulted

The following list represents a minimum level of engagement of a diverse local audience and has
been prepared with reference to the CIS of both CCS and NPTCB:




Local residents, businesses/workers and voluntary groups in consultation zones 1-3,
targeted towards Zone 1 as described in Section 8, above.
Recreational and commercial users of the sea and coastline in and around the proposed
lagoon.
Members of the British and European Parliaments, and Welsh Assembly Members, with local
constituencies wholly or partly within consultation zones 1-3.
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County Councillors with wards/divisions wholly or partly within consultation zones 1-3.
Town and Community Councils wholly or partly within consultation zones 1-3.
Hard-to-reach groups in consultation zones 1-3 (targeted towards Zone 1) who may need to
be consulted or engaged with differently and which may include:
o People with a disability
o People from black and minority ethnic groups
o Women with pre-school children
o Young people
o The homeless
o Gypsies and Travellers
o Working age men
o Elderly people
o People with low literacy
Existing networks and partnerships, e.g.:
o NPTCB, LDP Key Stakeholder Group or Community Plan Partnership
o CCS Better Swansea Partnership
o Citizen’s Panels – NPTBC’s Citizen’s Panel and CCS’s Swansea Voices group each
comprise c.1,200 people who are representative of the County and form a ‘control
group’ which are consulted on local issues.
A Community Liaison Panel (CLP) established as an independent body by TLSB, and funded
by TLSB, but independently facilitated. Members will be drawn from community groups from
each Community Council inside the consultation Zone 1, up to a maximum of 14 (in line with
precedent, and to ensure each member has sufficient opportunity to express their views).
Membership of the CLP will not imply support for the lagoon. The CLP will meet monthly and
have the following terms of reference:
o identify, understand and respond to issues of local concern
o provide a channel so those issues can be articulated
o help inform and educate local opinion-formers
o provide a structured arena for constructive debate
o hear how best to communicate with the local community
o update the local community on the progress of the development
o resolve any questions that may result from the construction and operation of the
proposed lagoon.

Appendix D provides TLSB’s database of consultees, as at February 2013.

13.

Timescales for consultation

The proposed timetable is as follows (all dates 2013):






Consult with CCS and NPTCB on Draft SoCC and Consultation Strategy:
Formally submit Draft SoCC and Consultation Strategy to CCS and NPTCB:
CCS and NPTCB have statutory 28 days to respond, deadline:
TLSB respond to LPA comments and publish SoCC (s48):
Formal s47 consultation begins:
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mid-Feb
1 Apr
30 Apr
early May
May

Commented [C11]: LPAs to advise on HtR groups in their area.
Focus on Zone 1.
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Formal s47 consultation events:
Deadline for receipt of representations:
Drafting of Consultation Report and design/process response to outcomes:
Draft Consultation Report provided to LPAs:
Consultation Report complete for submission to Inspectorate:
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APPENDIX A: Consultation zones

DRAFT DOCUMENT! PLEASE NOTE:
 The detailed design and location of the lagoon walls is ongoing.
 This draft document is based on the lagoon design (and ZTV) as
submitted to PINS with the EIA Scoping Report in November 2012.
 A ‘design fix’ is scheduled for early March 2013, at which point a new
ZTV test will be run.
 Wards within the 15km ZTV will be re-evaluated accordingly, and
amendments will then be made to Consultation Zones 1-3.
 These changes will be completed to establish exact zones in time for
TLSB’s formal submission of the SoCC and Consultation Strategy to
LPAs, scheduled for 1 April 2013.
 At present, LPAs are asked to comment primarily on the methodology
for identifying the consultation zones, and to be aware that the detail
will change for which wards fall in which zones.
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i.

Electoral wards of CCS and NPTCB
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ii.

Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon, Zone of Theoretical Visibility
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iii.

Proposed cable route, with 1km radius
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iv.

Community Councils included in Reg9 list as statutory consultees

Typos in place names to be corrected!
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v.

Seafront wards of CCS and NPTCB
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vi.

Wards within the 15km Zone of Theoretical Visibility
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vii.

Wards within 1km of the proposed cable route
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viii.

Consultation zones 1-3
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APPENDIX B: Draft SoCC
DRAFT DOCUMENT! PLEASE NOTE:
 The draft SoCC below may be shortened before formal submission to
the LPAs, and (in particular) before s48 newspaper publication.
 Edits will be made in consultation with CCS, NPTCB and TLSB’s legal
advisors, DLA Piper.

Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay:
consultation on plans for a tidal energy
lagoon in Swansea Bay
Statement of Community Consultation
Published under section 47(6) of the Planning Act 2008

Introduction
This Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC) explains how you can comment on proposals for
an application by Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay plc (TLSB, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Tidal Lagoon
Power Ltd) to develop and operate a tidal energy lagoon in Swansea Bay.
Your comments on the Swansea Bay tidal lagoon (the Project) are important. They will be considered
as the application for the Project is prepared and refined, before submission to the Planning
Inspectorate (known as the Inspectorate), and the Welsh Government Marine Consents Unit (MCU),
in late 2013. Informal consultation began in 2011 and is ongoing. In June-July 2013, there will be one
formal phase of consultation and one formal consultation response period. The start and end dates,
the locations of exhibitions, and the details of where you can access further information will all be
advertised before the consultation starts OR are all listed below.
TLSB has consulted the local authorities, City & County of Swansea (CCS) and Neath Port Talbot
County Borough (NPTCB), about the contents of this SoCC and has had regard to their responses.

Proposed development
TLSB proposes to build a tidal energy lagoon on the seabed south of and connecting to Swansea
Docks. It will be located between the dredged channels of the Rivers Tawe and Neath which provide
access for marine vessels to Swansea Marina and Docks, and Neath Harbour respectively. Offshore
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development includes: the ability to dredge sand within the lagoon perimeter; up to 11km of
permanent sea wall connecting to shore at two points on or close to Swansea Docks and
incorporating a visitor centre; and between 400m and 600m of concrete housings containing
electricity-generating turbines.
Supporting onshore development includes: site preparation works; construction laydown areas and
temporary facilities for concrete turbine housing production; temporary staff, accommodation and
storage facilities for the construction phase; overhead and underground transmission infrastructure
to export the electricity generated to Baglan National Grid Substation; road access from the A483
Fabian Way; road access from the A4217 via King’s Road; gated access to the seawall; plus onshore
office and workshop facilities from which the lagoon will be operated, monitored and maintained.

A separate application will be made to City & County of Swansea (CCS) for consent to construct an
onshore visitor/education/sports centre with café, parking, changing facilities and storage [IF NOT
CLASSIFIABLE AS PART OF THE NSIP, TO BE CONFIRMED], plus a pedestrian and cycle bridge across
King’s Dock.
No compulsory purchase of land will be required for any element of the project as leases are being
sought from landowners in all cases [TO BE CONFIRMED].
Together the proposals aim to: help meet the UK target for 15% of energy consumption to come
from renewable sources by 2020, and to meet the Welsh Government’s target to produce 7TWh of
renewable energy per annum by 2020, and capture at least 10% of the potential 50GW of tidal
stream and wave energy off the Welsh coastline by 2025. The proposals also aim to minimise and
mitigate all environmental impacts; and to contribute to local regeneration and economic
development ambitions, providing sustainable legacy benefits for local people.
Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay could provide up to 450GWh of reliable, low carbon electricity each year –
enough for approximately 107,000 homes’ electricity use, or the equivalent of Swansea’s entire
domestic consumption (based on DECC’s average household electricity consumption for Swansea in
2007: 3,723kWh). As a multi-million pound investment, it will also create economic opportunities for
local people and businesses during and after construction and operation – and it aims to create a
new visitor attraction with educational facilities and free, public access around the seawall.
However, the lagoon may also affect the lives of local communities through, for example: visual
impact; ecological, water quality and other environmental impacts; restrictions to navigation in the
bay; and increased traffic during construction and operation phases. Therefore it is vital that local
communities have opportunities to contribute to the planning process.

Planning process
TLSB will apply to the Inspectorate for consent under the Planning Act 2008 (amended by the
Localism Act 2012) to construct, operate and maintain the tidal lagoon and associated development.
The Inspectorate will make a recommendation to the Secretary of State (for the Department of
Energy) in accordance with national policy and taking account of the local impact of the proposal.
The Secretary of State will then determine the application. Before the Inspectorate will accept an
application, it must be satisfied that TLSB has conducted effective pre-application consultation, as
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set out here. The pre-application consultation will also be important to the examination process
after the application has been accepted by the Inspectorate. Further detail about the Inspectorate
and the planning process can be found on their website:
http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk/.
TLSB will also apply to the Welsh Government’s Marine Consents Unit (MCU) for a marine license,
issued on behalf of Welsh Ministers, under Part 4 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009. This
process will run broadly in parallel to the Inspectorate application, with the Inspectorate and MCU
working closely together.
Applications to CCS (under the Town & Country Planning Act 1990) for specified onshore elements of
the project will also run broadly in parallel to the Inspectorate and MCU applications and will be
determined by CCS’ planning committee.

Environmental information
The application falls within the scope of the Environmental Impact Assessment Directive, meaning
that an ‘Environmental Statement’ (ES) will be produced to support the application. An ES sets out
an assessment of a project’s likely significant environmental effects, along with any proposed
mitigation. The ES will be consulted upon during the formal consultation period and statutory
authorities (e.g. the County Councils and the Countryside Council for Wales) can formally respond to
the application at this stage. Copies of the ES will be made freely available to view at a range of
locations and a non-technical summary will be provided in both electronic and paper format.
During the EIA process and prior to completion of the ES, preliminary environmental information
(PEI) will be published setting out the areas to be assessed. This will be made public at the formal
consultation and may include: the effect on current movements and sediments, intertidal and
subtidal ecology; water and air quality; flood risk; local terrestrial ecology, birds and marine wildlife;
landscape and visual amenity; archaeology and cultural heritage; navigation and commercial
fisheries; noise and vibration; transportation; and tourism, recreation and socio-economic impacts.

Government policy
The UK has a target to cut greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050, and
a legally-binding EU target for 15% of energy consumption to come from renewable sources by 2020.
The Government believes that tidal power could play a significant role in the future generation of
electricity for the UK. The UK Marine Policy Statement (March 2011) says:
“Studies by organisations such as the Sustainable Development Commission and Liverpool
University and the Proudman Laboratory have suggested that tidal range schemes could
provide up to 15% of the UK’s current electricity demand. Tidal range technology is relatively
mature – the La Rance barrage in Brittany has been operating since the 1960s – and new
innovative technologies are being investigated which could have less environmental impact
and still produce significant amounts of energy.”
The National Policy Statement (NPS) for Renewable Energy Infrastructure (EN-3), adopted in July
2011, focuses on energy from biomass and/or waste, plus on- and offshore wind. It does not cover
“other types of renewable energy generation… over 100MW offshore” such as the Project. However,
the NPS does state that “tidal range schemes may be the subject of applications to the Infrastructure
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Planning Commission within the near future”. The Government is therefore considering the need for
a revision to the NPS (or a separate NPS) to provide the primary basis for decision-making under the
Planning Act on such schemes (including the Project) but has not set a timetable for doing so.

Consultation scope, timetable and responses
It is proposed that the formal pre-application consultation and community engagement for the
Project will be carried out from 1 June to 31 July 2013. The formal consultation will concentrate on
both the onshore and offshore elements of the project and all associated impacts, as summarised
above. It will also include the separate application to CCS for consent to construct an onshore
visitor/education/sports centre. Following extensive informal consultation to address Issues and
Options throughout 2012 and up to June 2013, the formal consultation will address Preferred
Options derived from informal consultation feedback, technical viability testing and first stage
environmental impact assessment.
Responses should be submitted to TLSB by 31 July 2013 using the Contact Information shown below.
TLSB may be required to make these responses available to the Inspectorate and MCU. TLSB will
respond to detailed comments from all stages of its pre-application consultation in a Final
Consultation Report to be submitted to the Inspectorate with the Development Consent Order
application for the Project. The pre-application consultation is critical to the Inspectorate’s
examination of the application. While the views of the local community will be influential in shaping
TLSB’s application to the Inspectorate, TLSB must also take into account the views of local
authorities and other statutory consultees and consider what is practical and achievable in terms of
delivering a tidal lagoon.

Related consultations
CCS and NPTCB are planning to consult on XXX-local policy documents-XXX from XXX to XXX 2013.
CCS may also undertake further consultation in relation to our application for onshore
visitor/education/sports facilities during our consultation period. Where possible, we will take
account of these related consultations and co-ordinate our consultation events.

Consultation method and programme
A range of communication methods will be used throughout the pre-application process to engage
with communities. The list below is proposed as the expected level of engagement and TLSB is open
to suggestions as to how best to communicate with the local community throughout the process.







Project website – www.tidallagoonswanseabay.com will contain all historic and current
information on the project and consultation process, and will allow people to submit
comments and ideas.
Questionnaire/comments form – to be sent to businesses and residential properties within
the defined consultation boundary (see below), and to be made available at all public
exhibitions and on the project website.
Independent survey – a door-to-door survey, conducted by an independent research
company, of a representative sample group from CCS and NPTCB.
Newsletter – to be sent to those most likely to be affected by the development, posted on
the project website, and made available to the wider community at local libraries, council
offices and tourist information centres.
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Media – press releases/advertisements will be issued during the pre-application process to
include details of the consultation process and public exhibitions.
Public exhibitions – to be held at various locations around Swansea Bay, to be advised and
agreed with the relevant local authorities. These will be open exhibitions where visitors can
view details of the proposals, speak to the project team, and record comments and ideas.
Venues and dates will be advertised through local media and the project website.
Permanent, un-manned, exhibitions will be provided at each of Swansea, Neath and Port
Talbot Civic Centres, during normal office hours, throughout the consultation period.
Political engagement / Town and Community Council briefings – local politicians, councils
and relevant community groups will be kept informed on all aspects of the project.
Citizen panels – existing groups of local residents will be consulted as the project progresses.
Community Liaison Panel (CLP) – this will be established as an independent body, with
members drawn from community groups inside the core consultation zone.
Lodging of documents in public – the following documents will be lodged at local libraries,
council offices, tourist information centres and made available on the project website: the
SoCC, a project summary, comments forms, newsletters, any other relevant advertisements.

Key documents will be translated into Welsh, and minority languages in wide use locally, and an
interpretation service is available on request. Large print format documents will also be made
available.
TLSB intends to consult with the following people/groups:










Local residents and businesses within seafront wards in CCS and NPTCB.
Local residents and businesses in wards with views of the development within the 15km
Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV – a computer-generated tool to identify the likely, or
theoretical, extent of visibility of a development).
Local residents and businesses within 1km of the onshore cable route and substation.
Recreational and commercial users of the sea and coastline in and around the proposed
lagoon.
Members of the British and European Parliaments, and Welsh Assembly Members, with local
constituencies wholly or partly within the consultation boundaries.
County Councillors with wards/divisions wholly or partly within the consultation boundaries.
Town and Community Councils wholly or partly within the consultation boundaries.
Local authorities in the Bay area to establish whether there are any hard-to-reach groups
that fall within these consultation boundaries who may need to be consulted or engaged
with differently.

Next steps
Following the close of this consultation, TLSB will consider the public and stakeholder response
before adjusting and finalising its application for submission to the Inspectorate. A detailed Final
Consultation Report, explaining how the responses to the consultation have influenced the final
proposals, will accompany the application.
Following submission of its application for development consent to the Inspectorate, TLSB will also
undertake an information exercise providing details of its final proposals for Tidal Lagoon Swansea
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Bay. This will assist understanding of the proposals and facilitate the PIN’s examination of TLSB’s
application.

Contact information
For further information, please contact TLSB in one of the following ways. When responding, please
state who you are or on whose behalf you are making the response; the grounds of your response;
and an address where correspondence relating to the project can be sent:
• Visit the TLSB office at XXX Swansea SA1 office address XXX, Monday-Friday, 10am to 5pm
• Call XXXXXX (Freephone)
• Website: www.tidallagoonswanseabay.com
• Email: info@tidallagoonpower.com
• Write to XXXXXX (Freepost).
TLSB’s registered office is at The Lypiatts, 15 Lansdown Road, Cheltenham, Glos, GL50 2JA.
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APPENDIX C: Summary of Phase 1
informal consultation, October 2011 to
January 2013
Introduction
Informal consultation began in autumn 2011. In parallel, TLSB embarked on site surveys, viability
testing and power optimisation work. The aim of the consultation was to meet key stakeholders,
present a project introduction, discuss and understand:




Issues raised by the proposal across the Bay and for critical areas of the EIA
How the lagoon design and planning strategy may be modified in order to account for key
issues raised and to mitigate the impact of the lagoon
Scale of support for, and opposition to, the proposal (with reference to renewable energy
generation and accompanying proposed secondary benefits).

The full Consultation Report to be submitted with the Development Consent Order (DCO) must
include:




What has been done in compliance with the 2008 Act, sections 42 (duty to consult), 47 (duty
to consult local community) and 48 (duty to publicise);
Any relevant responses to that consultation; and
The account taken of any relevant responses by TLSB.

By its very nature, informal consultation is not regulated, however these requirements have been
used as a broad template for the information provided below.

Stakeholders consulted
On 31 January 2013, TLSB had met with a total of 184 groups and individuals in connection with the
Project, as part of the informal pre-application Issues and Options consultation phase. The
consultees reflect those required to be notified under section 42 of the 2008 Act (see Appendix D)
but also included many non-statutory consultees. A selected list is provided in Appendix E.

Consultation materials used
The materials used gave consultees information on the following, based on details as they were
understood at the time:








Context of the proposals
A plan of the proposed development site
A description of the development
An outline of the options, including any alternatives considered
An overview of anticipated impacts
Confirmation that an EIA was to be carried out
Information on the likely application date.
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Key issues and responses
The responses received from the informal consultation highlighted a range of issues, and included
support for the proposed development. The following bullet points summarise the key issues raised,
presented very broadly in order of frequency raised and level of concern:
Key issue
Visual impact from key receptors around the Bay

Ecology – impact on fish, birds, sea mammals
and other marine organisms

Water quality – impact on bathing beaches and
sewage outfalls

Coastal processes/sediment transport – impact
on beaches in the Bay and further afield

Energy – how much energy, and when?

Navigation – impact on navigation for large and
small vessels
Noise – during construction and operation

Air quality, dust – during construction and
operation
Traffic and transportation – during construction,
operation and proposed visitor events
Planning – the process by which consent will be
sought
Deliverability – will it ever happen?

Response
Increase number of CGI views of the lagoon from
around the Bay as part of the EIA (Landscape and
Seascape Visual Impact Assessment)
Commission surveys as part of EIA, provision to
include results summary in main consultation
materials. Iterative design process to minimise
impact – e.g. use of fish-friendly turbines with
mortality rate of c.5% for fish passing through
Commission modelling as part of EIA, provision
to include results summary in main consultation
materials. Iterative design process to minimise
impact – e.g. exploration of requirements for,
and impacts of, extending sewage outfall outside
the lagoon walls
Commission modelling as part of EIA, provision
to include results summary in main consultation
materials. Iterative design process to minimise
impact – e.g. changes to lagoon shape
Continued energy optimisation studies, provision
to include results summary in main consultation
materials. Iterative design process to maximise
energy production – e.g. changes to lagoon size
and shape, changes to number and size of
turbines
Commission study as part of EIA, provision to
include results summary in main consultation
materials
Commission study as part of EIA, provision to
include results summary in main consultation
materials
Commission study as part of EIA, provision to
include results summary in main consultation
materials
Commission study as part of EIA and wider
masterplanning, provision to include results
summary in main consultation materials
Provision to include description in main
consultation materials
Provision to include company background,
consultants’ credentials, and project finance
information in main consultation materials
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In addition, the potential benefits to the community were a common issue and have been separated
out below:
Key issue – community benefits
Energy – will the project raise/lower energy
bills? Will the energy be used by Swansea itself?

Job creation – opportunities for new jobs in the
area
Education – provision for education facilities and
involvement of schools in consultation

Amenity and recreation – opportunities for new
leisure facilities in the Bay/lagoon

Response
Discuss with regulator whether a ‘local tariff’ can
be offered (in line with wind farm precedents);
make clear role of National Grid in energy
distribution; provision to include information on
all this and Govt financial support for renewables
in main consultation materials
Commission independent job creation study,
provision to include results summary in main
consultation materials
TLSB commitment to education/visitor centre
emphasised. Schools consultation program
(based around renewables) devised and
implemented
TLSB commitment to public access to seawall
emphasised. Study conducted of feasibility of
multiple watersports options, by consultation
with representative bodies, to inform onshore
masterplanning

Frequently asked questions – and answers
The key issues and responses summarised above have also informed a more detailed list of
frequently asked questions and answers, a summary of which is provided in Appendix F and which
will continue to evolve as part of TLSB’s consultation materials.

Leisure facilities feasibility study
Informal consultation with local and national sports organisations included work to assess the
feasibility of using the lagoon as a sports venue, both day-to-day and for events. The results of this
work are provided in Appendix G.

Lagoon design evolution
The series of eight drawings below shows selected key stages in the evolution of the lagoon wall
design and turbine house location in response to informal consultation and EIA. Key issues informing
the changes shown include:





Coastal processes – a land-attached lagoon has lower impact on the movement of
sediments around the Bay than an offshore (circular) lagoon.
Water quality – a west-facing turbine house helps maintain higher water quality in the Bay
(and Aberavon Beach) than an east-facing turbine house.
Swansea University Science Campus – creates new opportunities (and challenges) for the
eastern landfall in terms of secondary/masterplanning benefits of the Project.
Neath Harbour dredged channel – could be reoriented to point southwards, in order to
increase the potential size and power output of the lagoon without restricting harbour
access.
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APPENDIX D: Statutory consultees
(s42 prescribed bodies, Reg.9 list)
Consultee

Organisation

The Welsh Ministers

The Welsh Government

The Health and Safety Executive

The relevant fire and rescue authority

Health and Safety Executive
Public Health Wales – Mid and West Wales
Region
Abertawe Bro Morgannwg University Health
Board
Mid and West Wales Fire and Rescue Service

The relevant police authority

South Wales Police Authority

The relevant Strategic Health Authority

Coedffranc Community Council
Briton Ferry Town Coucil
The relevant Parish Council

Dyffryn Clydach Community Council
Neath Town Council
Pelenna Community Council

The Environment Agency
The Equality and Human Rights
Commission
The Commission for Sustainable
Development Wales
Royal Commission on Ancient and
Historical Monuments of Wales
The Countryside Council for Wales (CCW)

The Environment Agency

The Joint Nature Conservation Committee

Joint Nature Conservation Committee

The Maritime and Coastguard Agency

Maritime and Coastguard Agency

WAG (Welsh Waters)

Welsh Government

The Marine Management Organisation

The Marine Management Organisation

The Scottish Fisheries Protection Agency

Marine Scotland

The Civil Aviation Authority

Civil Aviation Authority

The Relevant Highway Authority

The Equality and Human Rights Commission
Office of Commissioner for Sustainable Futures
Royal Commission on Ancient and Historical
Monuments of Wales
The Countryside Council for Wales (CCW)

Swansea County Council
NPTCBC

The Rail Passengers Council
The Disabled Persons Transport Advisory
Committee
The Coal Authority

Passenger Focus
The Disabled Persons Transport Advisory
Committee
The Coal Authority

The Office of Rail Regulation

The Office of Rail Regulation

The Approved Operator

Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd
Network Rail (CTRL) Ltd

The Gas and Electricity Markets Authority

OFGEM

The Water Services Regulatory Authority

OFWAT

The Relevant Waste Regulation Authority

The Environment Agency

The British Waterways Board

The Canal and River Trust
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Trinity House

Trinity House

The Health Protection Agency

The Health Protection Agency

The Relevant Local Resilience Forum

The South Wales Local Resilience Forum

Relevant Statutory Undertakers
Health Bodies (s.16 of the Acquisition of
Land Act (ALA) 1981)
Local Health Board
Ambulance Trusts
Relevant Statutory Undertakers (s.8 ALA
1981)

Public Health Wales – Mid and West Wales
Region
Abertawe Bro Morgannwg University Health
Board
Welsh Ambulance Services NHS Trust

National Rail Infrastructure Ltd
Railways

National Rail (CTRL Ltd)
BRB Residuary Limited

Port

The Canal and River Trust
Company of Proprietors of the Neath Canal
Navigation
Associated British Ports

Harbour

Neath Harbour Commissioners

Lighthouse

Trinity House

Civil Aviation Authority
Licence Holder (chapter 1 of part 1 of
transport act 2000)
Universal Service Provider

Civil Aviation Authority

The relevant environment agency

Environment Agency

Water and Sewage Undertakers

DWR Cymru (Welsh Water)

Water Transport

NATS en Route plc
Royal Mail Group

British Gas Pipelines Ltd
Energetics Gas Ltd
ES Pipelines Ltd
ESP Connections Ltd
ESP Networks Ltd
ESP Pipelines Ltd
Fulcrum Pipelines Ltd
Public Gas Transporters

GTC Pipelines Ltd
Independent Pipelines Ltd
National Grid Gas plc (NTS)
National Grid Gas plc (RDN)
Quadrant Pipelines Ltd
SSE Pipelines Ltd
The Gas Transportation Company Ltd
Utility Grid Installations Ltd
Wales and West Utilities

Electricity Generators with CPO Powers
Electricity Distributors having CPO powers

Baglan Operations Ltd
Energetics Electricity Ltd
ESP Electricity Ltd
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Independent Power Networks Ltd
The Electricity Network Company Ltd
Western Power Distribution (South Wales) plc
Electricity Transmitters with CPO Powers

National Grid Electricity Transmission plc

The Crown Estate Commissioners

The Crown Estate
The Forestry Commission (Natural Wales from
Apr)
Brecon Beacons Authority

The Forestry Commmission (Wales)

Swansea County Council
NPTCBC
Local Authorities (s43 definition)

Carmathenshire County Council
Powys County Council
Rhondda Cy non Taf County Borough Council
Bridgend County Borough Council

Non prescribed consultees

The Welsh Language Commisioner
The South West Wales Integrated Transport
Consortium (SWWitch)
CADW
The Ministry of Defence
The Royal National Lifeboat Institution
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APPENDIX E: Consultees met to date
Organisation

Contact

Position

Sector

3M Road Runners

Dean Webster

SA1 Rep

Aberavon Canoe
Club
Aberavon Green
Stars
Aberavon Lifeguard
Club

Harry Worth

Chairman

Andrew Harris

Chairman
Secretary

Afan Boat Club

Patrick Thomas
& Robbie
Philips
Mark Lovell

Sport &
Recreation
Sport &
Recreation
Sport &
Recreation
Sport &
Recreation

Afonydd Cymru

Frank Jones

Air Artchitecture

Robin
Campbell
Chris Ryan

Assists Professor
John Stoner, the
policy adviser for
Afonydd Cymru
Architect

Arts Care Gofal Celf
Arts Council of
Wales
Bay Leisure Ltd
Bridgend County
Borough Council

Bristol Port
Company
Bristol Port
Company
Bristol Port
Company
Bryn Residents
Action Group
Business in the
Community
CADW
Canoe Wales

Nathalie
Camus
Richard
Proctor
Susan Jones,
Nick Lloyd,
Stuart Ingram,
Jonathan
Parsons &
David Llewelyn
Terence
Mordaunt
Alison Dando

Helen Wyeth,
John
Muddeman
Paul Bulmer

Secretary

Date of
Meeting
22.3.12
6.12.12
18.7.12
6.12.12

Sport &
Recreation
Environment

18.5.12

Arts & Culture

15.1.13

Director

Arts & Culture

Senior Applied Arts
Officer
MD

Arts & Culture

9.3.12 &
22.01.13
13.3.12

Development
Planning Manager
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APPENDIX F: Frequently asked
questions – and answers
General
Why consider tidal lagoons?
Tidal lagoons offer a low technology risk, low cost renewable energy source capable of
significant energy outputs, and they are available for deployment by 2020. Given the proportion
of UK power set to come offline over the coming decade and beyond, we should urgently be
looking at energy efficiency coupled with alternative sources of power in order to sustain the UK’s
forecast demand.
The abundant natural tidal resource widely available to our island nation can be harnessed
through tidal lagoons allowing close proximity to population centres (for minimum energy loss
through distribution). Since tides are predictable and reliable they offer the first fully renewable
form of base-load electricity generation negating the need for fossil-fuel based load balancing.

What makes Swansea Bay a good site?
The Severn Estuary has the second largest tidal range in the world which makes it ideal for
sustainable electricity generation. Within the estuary, Swansea Bay offers a shallow seabed
gradient suitable for the proposed construction methodology and close proximity to a population
centre allowing minimal loss of energy through transmission. The site’s backdrop and connection
point of Swansea Docks means that local traffic and transport impacts during construction can be
minimised.
In addition to Swansea Bay, we are investigating in parallel various lagoon opportunities around
Wales and the UK.

What is a tidal lagoon?
A tidal lagoon is a man-made breakwater wall in the sea that generates power using the
differential between water levels in and outside the lagoon, known as the “head”. There is one
section of hydro turbines at the deepest part of the wall, through which the sea flows four times a
day on both ebb and flood. When sluice gates are opened the resulting flow of water drives
turbines to generate electricity. The component parts of a lagoon (both the sea wall and the
hydropower turbines) have been used in other applications around the world, enabling a lagoon
proposal with low technology risk.

About the site
Where exactly is the site?
The proposed tidal lagoon is located in the central part of Swansea Bay, directly south of
Swansea Docks. The 9.5km wall extends out from the western edge of the docks and rejoins to
the eastern end of the docks, reaching a distance offshore of 3.5-4km. The lagoon sits between
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the two main rivers in the Bay, the Tawe and the Neath, which are free to flow either side of the
lagoon.

What will it look like?
Understandably, one of our most frequently asked questions regards the visual impact of such a
proposal within the Bay. At present, the dimensions of the site involve a 9.5km-long wall
enclosing 9.4km2 of intertidal sea area, with a total wall height above low water of around 12m
and a height above high water of 3m. As a guide, the lagoon wall is not dissimilar in height to that
of Swansea Docks' southern wall.
Once our designs have been further honed, by early 2013, we will progress to producing a full
set of visually verified images of the site set against Swansea Bay accurate photos. The idea of
the photo-montage is to show ‘before’ and ‘after’ photos at low, mid and high tides, as well as
night and day, from a range of viewpoints around the Bay (agreed with statutory consultees).
This will allow everyone to see an accurate view of what the development will look like once
completed. The photo-montage work will be available at formal consultation in summer 2013.

How much energy will the tidal lagoon produce?
Following feasibility-stage energy modelling we propose to install 250MW of generating capacity
and extract an annual output of 400GWh (400,000MWh). To give an idea of scale, this equates
to the domestic electricity use of Swansea over one year (2007 being used to calculate this as
the most recently available data), powering 107,000 homes. The lagoon will be capable of
generating for 16 hours a day.

What carbon emissions are created in the development of a lagoon?
The carbon lifecycle or carbon footprint of creating the lagoon is something that can only be
assessed once final designs and quantities of material are confirmed. At this stage we do not
have sufficient information to calculate the figure but the site’s construction emissions are
something already being taken into account during design and we will present figures for
consultation during 2013.

Environment
What effect will there be on the environment in Swansea Bay?
A core part of any major project is to run an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) as part of
the planning application. Our focus has been on scoping an approach to this assessment since
early 2011, ensuring we undertake a highly comprehensive and collaborative approach and invite
early input from statutory consultees and other stakeholder organisations. In late 2012 we
established the baseline situation across a range of environmental topics, against which we can
measure and model the impacts of a lagoon build during 2013.
We are committed to minimising any adverse impacts through assessment and appropriate
design amendment where possible. Indeed, one of the priorities of our assessment is to identify
opportunities for the project to enhance the ecology and environment of Swansea Bay.
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Have you considered the impact on sands and water quality in the Bay?
This is a key assessment point for us. The principle of coastal processes assessment is to
understand the scale and magnitude (spatial and temporal) of any changes which might occur
due to the lagoon, and evaluate these relative to the baseline.
Swansea Bay holds a highly dynamic system of sand and sediment flows. To date we have
undertaken feasibility modelling studies at a relatively high level, to select the lowest impact
lagoon shape out of our alternative proposals and to understand the likely extent of impact on
sediment and water quality. It is important to us that our development has minimal impact on
sands and water quality in the Bay as well as surrounding areas.
During the full environmental assessment a detailed baseline scenario and hydrodynamic model
will be set up that uses recent data gathered and validated against historic data, ensuring the
modelling is accurate. Using this hydrodynamic model we will then introduce the structured detail
of a tidal lagoon with accurate coordinates and model the changes in water flows and sediment
processes around the Bay, extending out into the Severn Estuary. We will use independent
expert modellers and best practice to carry out this process, working alongside our engineering
team to feedback and iterate the design.

What are the likely effects on fish and marine mammals?
Direct and indirect impacts on fish and marine mammals (local and migratory) will be assessed
for the construction and operational phases of the lagoon. Although not a major fishing port,
commercial and recreational sea fishing as well as recreational river fishing is important to local
residents as well as to the local economy. Once our assessment is complete we will make the
results available to the public; however at this stage it remains too early to say what the likely
effects will be. So far we have consulted informally with many experts and locally interested
groups to gain further input into our baseline and assessment approach. We are also
investigating the potential for mariculture opportunities, for example growing mussels and finding
ways to assist the reintroduction of the native oyster. With the introduction of a rocky habitat to
the area comes opportunities for colonisation.

What are the likely effects on water quality & beaches?
The water quality within Swansea Bay is key to the enjoyment of the area and the local economy.
We are proposing to assess the potential short and long term effects of the construction and
operation of the lagoon on the water quality in the Bay through the use of an approved numerical
computer model. Apart from looking at water quality within the bay as a whole, the following will
be assessed:




Water quality at the designated bathing beaches in the bay and surrounding area
Water quality at the designated shellfish monitoring points and shellfish waters, and
Water quality with respect to the Water Framework Directive objectives.
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Engineering & Technology
Has this technology or construction method been used before?
The design concepts, construction techniques and turbine technology have all been used
independently in other applications around the world, though never before been brought together
in one development.
The wall design uses geotextile material (woven plastics) to encase sandy dredged material,
which has been used in many marine construction applications from highway bridge foundations
to coastal defences. The hydro turbines themselves will be the same ‘low head’ operating
mechanisms that have been used for decades in run-of-river hydro schemes and the few existing
tidal barrages.

How do geotextiles work?
The Geotubes® (a product of TenCate) are filled with dredged material from within the lagoon
footprint, largely sands and gravels, which are pumped in hydraulically. Water from this process
is forced out through the permeable geotextile membrane leaving very strong dredge-filled tubes
which form the core structure of the wall. The tubes are then positioned in a pyramid shape, with
the gaps between the tubes levelled out with further dredge and sand to create an even surface.
The structure is then covered with large rock armour to protect against degradation and impacts
of the marine environment. The Geotube® design is expected to have a very long lifespan of
over 60 years.

Will the lagoon really generate electricity 365 days a year?
Yes. There will be mandatory maintenance downtime of course but our designs incorporate the
ability to isolate each turbine individually while the others continue to generate power.

Will this connect into the local grid or be independent?
Due to the plant's installed capacity (the scale of the power generated), the lagoon will connect
direct into the national grid at a 275kV connection.

Will construction take place from sea or land?
Construction will take place from both sea and land. The greater proportion of the work on lagoon
walls and turbine housing will be done at sea, reducing activity and disruption on land. We plan
to use Swansea Dock’s infrastructure for onsite construction and access.
There is a good supporting road and rail transport network into Swansea Port, as well as good
seaward access. As such there are both land and marine options available for bringing materials
to the site. The Environmental Impact Assessment will investigate the potential effects of the
additional traffic on the roads in terms of access routes, potential disturbance to existing road
users and effects of additional traffic on air quality.

What companies are involved in the design and development process on the tidal lagoon?
The key consultants and contractors working on the project are:


Tidal Lagoon Power – renewable energy development and project management
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Atkins Global – marine engineering
Van Oord – marine contracting
Costain Ltd – marine contracting
GKL Consulting – environmental consulting
Titan Environmental Surveys – surveys and data
ABP Marine Environmental Research – water and coastal process modelling
Intertek Metoc – water quality modelling

Are local companies being used to develop or build the lagoon?
Several local and South Wales organisations are already involved in the development. Our
company ethos is to source as much as possible for the manufacture or fabrication of the
component parts locally. From early consultation with local industry representatives we believe
much of the following could be sourced within a small radius of the site: turbine housings, sluice
gates, flood doors, rails, electrical controls, hydraulics, precast concrete components, visitor
centre and ancillary building components. The proposed investment for these components will be
around £150m.

Community Benefits
What are the benefits of a tidal lagoon for local communities?
Our aim is to create a power plant that holds something positive for every individual who resides
in the vicinity of Swansea Bay. The lagoon will deliver three generations with home-grown local
energy security. In addition, we hope that the lagoon will be viewed and used as a core local
amenity and tourist attraction; we are investigating options for it to become an art and cultural
icon and major Welsh recreation and sports centre.
Our plans for the lagoon’s uses (besides renewable energy generation) include:










A local investment opportunity
A low-cost electricity tariff
Cycle paths and promenade walkways
Recreation and sports uses
National and international events
Tourism
Education programmes
Compelling art
An iconic visitor centre

Will this help the coastal regeneration plans for south Wales?
The project holds the potential to form a cornerstone development of the Swansea Bay City
Region, stimulating a vibrant waterfront economy through scaled marine energy generation. It is
our ambition that the substantial lagoon investment brings with it positive regeneration benefits to
Swansea Bay.
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Financial
How much will the project cost?
The project will cost up to £10 million to achieve a development consent order, with an overall
project cost of £550 million to achieve construction and connection to the national grid.

Who is funding the project?
Private investment will be used to develop the tidal lagoon. We are currently working with
investors who have supported our team’s previous renewable energy projects. Based on
previous community owned renewable energy projects we are also planning to offer a reduced
share offer for local residents in order to enable local ownership and are also exploring the idea
of creating a green ISA.

How will it affect my electricity bill?
One of the project’s objectives is to enable a low cost, locally generated electricity tariff for
residents around the Bay area; given current legislation this is not straightforward to facilitate, so
we are exploring how this offer can be made possible within current and proposed legislation.

What is the cost per kWh to the consumer?
Current estimates put the cost per kWh at 14p. As we hone our designs and turbine efficiencies
this figure will be refined.

Are you supported by a government incentive scheme?
Tidal range technologies (including tidal lagoons) are presently allocated two Renewables
Obligation Certificates (ROCs) per MWh of electricity produced. ROCs are a market-based
mechanism designed to incentivise the generation of electricity from renewable energy over
traditional fossil fuels at a reasonable cost to the consumer. ROCs place an obligation on
licensed electricity suppliers in the UK to source an increasing proportion of electricity from
renewable sources. Suppliers who do not have sufficient ROCs each year have to pay into a
‘buy-out’ fund which pays the suppliers who have presented ROCs.
UK electricity consumers already pay towards the ROC scheme via their electricity bills; what we
can do is ensure that the maximum energy possible is generated using the funds available,
through low cost renewables such as tidal lagoons.

How does this compare to other renewables?
Tidal power is currently comparable with offshore wind costs for the first twenty-five years, after
which it will be significantly cheaper. Tidal range presents a long term 60-120 year opportunity for
power plants, with refurbishment of the turbines expected every 30 years. This far exceeds the
operational life of a gas fired power station and wind farms.

Can I invest in the development?
We plan to offer investment in the lagoon to the people of UK, with South Wales prioritised.
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Timelines
How long have you been working on the project?
Our development team have been working on the project since early 2011 to assess the
feasibility of the scheme, and to optimise its construction, energy output and environmental
effects. Informal consultation with many statutory stakeholders has taken place, with more than
180 project stakeholders having been presented with the proposals and invited to feed back their
thoughts, ideas and concerns to the team.

When will the site be connected to the grid?
The earliest possible date to connect to the grid is 2017, therefore that is our ambition. We
strongly believe that renewable energy is an urgent matter of national importance and should be
considered in the shortest possible timeframes without risking due diligence on a major proposal.

How long will construction take?
Our engineering partners have set out a wall construction programme of between eighteen and
twenty-four months.

How long will the formal consultation process last?
Once details are made available for formal consultation, this will be open to the public and
statutory bodies for a minimum period of 28 days. During this period we will hold exhibitions and
open days for people to come and see our plans and talk to the team. It is our intention to then
offer a further consultation period with the resulting updates and progress reports on the
development, before submission of an application.

When can I have my say on proposals? ..and how will I know you have listened to my
feedback?
It is acknowledged as best practice, and absolutely essential for community adoption of the
development, that we provide sufficient information and invite the community to feed back on our
proposals - and that we demonstrably respond to that feedback. The planning inspectorate’s
pre-application process places great emphasis on thorough consultation and it is a requirement
for the acceptance of an application.
Once the project application has been accepted, the development enters the pre-examination
stage where the public are able to register with the planning inspectorate and provide a summary
of their views of the application in writing. The timings of this opportunity will be made clear and
publicised nearer the time, when they are set. Everyone who has registered and made a relevant
representation will then be invited to attend a preliminary meeting run and chaired by an
Inspector. Careful consideration is given by the Examining Authority to all important and relevant
matters, including the representations of all interested parties, any evidence submitted and
answers provided to questions set out in writing and explained at hearings.
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Further information
Where can I find out more information?
If you have specific questions or ideas that you feel would be useful to the development team at
this stage pre-consultation, you can write to us at info@tidallagoonpower.com.

How can I receive regular updates on progress?
You can register for project updates and newsletters on this site. Regular communications will
commence in 2013 but we will use all signed-up email addresses to update stakeholders as
news becomes available.

Can you come and talk to my organisation about the project?
We would be happy to arrange a meeting or presentation for your organisation if the resource is
available. Please email us at info@tidallagoonpower.com with full details of your organisation
(whatever its size and purpose) and we will do our best to assist you.
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APPENDIX G: Leisure facilities
feasibility study
Introduction/brief
Consider the feasibility of the Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay “(Water) Sports Centre” highlighting the
following areas of sport: 



Grassroots, local/community
Regional
National and international

TLSB believe the “(Water) Sports Centre” has the potential to:








Create new jobs
Provide a catalyst for inward investment
Create an iconic venue for leading national and international events
Attract a new, higher net worth tourist
Create a nicer place to live with the potential to attract unrelated lifestyle business
Provide educational opportunities
Promote a healthier lifestyle image

Aims
To focus on how the Centre would complement the lagoon and re-generate the area, consideration
should be given to: 






Both business and employment opportunities
Development of sports and watersports facilities and participation
Growth in visitor numbers and broadening of profile
Alignment with Swansea regeneration plans – to make a significant contribution to the
sustainable economic, cultural, social and educational regeneration of the communities
surrounding the Bay.
Tourism has to be a fundamental aspect of this with the ambition to fully exploit the
resources to attract local visitors and local residents alike and in doing so drive spend on
associated goods and services.

Sports development
Sport Wales, through National Governing Bodies (NGBs) of sport and County Sports Partnerships,
aims to grow and sustain the numbers of people participating in sport and improve talent
development to help more people excel. Watersports are a key and growing aspect of delivering
these objectives. Sport Wales has a series of funding options and opportunities could be linked to
the TLSB development. The Centre would have the opportunity to help deliver the plans for Swansea
Council for the growth in participation in sports following the 2012 Olympic Games.
When looking at the creation of the “(Water) Sports Centre” in Swansea Bay, consideration needs to
be given to the following areas: Page 56 of 68
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1. Need and demand: National, regional and local situation needs to be referenced. Likely
participation from visitors, local residents and students of all ages in a wide range of water
sports.
2. Tourism: There is the potential to provide a significant niche for Welsh tourism. Activity-led
holidays account for just over 10% of UK holidays. Today, with the economic recession and
increased threat of terrorism to the UK, domestic travel is increasing.
3. Local residents and visitors: During consultation give people the opportunity to suggest
what sports they would like included
4. Local universities, colleges and schools: Teaching, learning, coach education, work
experience, practical and teaching experience, linked to courses. Development of student
clubs and recreational opportunities through student unions, development programmes e.g.
Swansea University has strong links with the RYA. World class sports science links to
University – importance of engagement of the student populace. Swansea University
c.14,000 students, Swansea Metropolitan c.7,000 students
5. Local Watersports Clubs: Provide synergy and work alongside not against.
6. Catering and Retail: Opportunities for catering and retail within the centre.
Analysis of Core Sports Usage of the Lagoon
Notes for seasonality of watersports activities by ability-level:





May to September
September to November
December to March
March to May

Beginners and anyone
Intermediates and experts
Experts
Intermediates and experts
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National Federation : Swim Wales
Swim Wales are currently placing a bid to become the first “UK Indoor and Open Water Swimming Competition and Training Facility”. Great synergy and
very excited about the potential of the lagoon, have included the potential development in their plans. Considerable Welsh funding available if awarded.
The Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay development plans offers huge potential as an open water swimming competition and training venue in
both Wales and the United Kingdom, it would be an exceptionally exciting venue especially with the Commonwealth Games coming to
Wales in 2026.
Robert James, CEO, Swim Wales and Member of Board of British Swimming.
Category
Level
Event Types
Requirements
Bodies
Concerns
Open Water
Club level –
Novice and intermediate Nec: changing facilities, buoyed area,
Swim Wales
Water
Swimming
grassroot/youth
events very well
lifeguard facilities, parking, slipways for
Local Swimming
quality
development
supported
emergency boats x2
Clubs –
Access
Opt: clubhouse facilities
Swansea/NPT x8
points
Swansea Sharks
Swimming Club
Lifeguard Clubs
Universities
Open Water
National – International
Potential for
Nec: changing facilities, buoyed course,
Swim Wales
Water
Swimming
Commonwealth event
parking, access platforms from lagoon wall,
National Swimming quality
site, FISA World
lifeguard facilities – slipways for emergency Clubs
Access
Championship Events,
boats x2, potential spectators of up to 3K –
British Swimming
points
European Cup Events
ability to erect temporary seating on
Lifeguard Clubs
prescribed platforms on lagoon wall
Universities
Opt: events could follow tides, pontoon in
middle of lagoon – viewing and filming,
consider finish line/art installation, 3 key
camera TV camera points
Open Water
All year round training
Potential as first
Nec: buoyed area, safety marker buoys to
Swim Wales
Water
Swimming
facility
“national open water
turbine area, access platform from lagoon
British Swimming
quality
training facility” access
at HW, lifeguard facilities, transportation of
Local Swimming
Access
to high water all year
swimmers to point of entry/return,
Clubs
point on the
around. Wet suit
changing facilities, emergency boats
Swansea/NPT
lagoon
training throughout the
Opt: clubhouse
Universities
winter months.
National Federation: British Triathlon
British Triathlon governs Triathlon, Duathlon and Aquathon. In 2011 there were 140,000 race starts with an estimate of 70,000 people taking part
nationally. The proposed lagoon with its open safe, sheltered water could be excellent for all levels. Wales is in need of a leading venue. Due to problems
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with water quality at Cardiff Barrage, British Triathlon do not hold any leading events there. The facility has the potential to be a “Gold Label” event – high
class facility with no road traffic, child safety.
“The facility could potentially meet the needs of both community groups taking part in events for the first time, to world international
triathlon events coming to Swansea to utilise this unique facility.”
John Muddiman, British Triathlon
Category
Level
Event Types
Requirements
Bodies
Concerns
Triathlon

Club
level/grassroot/youth
development

Novice and intermediate
events hugely popular.
Wales strong following
for Iron Man and Rat
Race events

Nec: buoyed swim course, wall – run and
cycle safety, s
lipway entrances for emergency access.
Separate to recreational walkers, changing
facilities,
Opt: clubrooms

Welsh Triathlon
Celtic Tri
Local Clubs
Universities
Life Surfing Events

Triathlon

National –
international

Potential for full
distanced tri, European
Cup and World
Championship events.
Commonwealth event
site

Nec: approx 1.5km buoyed course, 42km
cycle, 10km run. Cycle and run would not
both be on lagoon wall. Wall needs to be
flat smooth tarmac surface, minimum event
international standard 5m wide.
Requirement for two separate entrances
into swim, (one for in and one for out could
use the slips but preference would be given
to a lowered platform off the promenade
wall to give excitement to the event.
(lowered step into wall, will water be deep
enough?) Transition area could be behind
start area, shape doesn’t have to be
prescribed. Safe slipway entrances for multi
users entry/exit, car park, 2 powercrafts for
emergency use,. Changing facilities,
potential spectators of up to 3K – viewing
points, ability to erect temporary seating on
prescribed platforms
Opt: Events could follow tides, consider
pontoon in middle of lagoon, consider finish

British Triathlon
Welsh Triathlon
Surf Lifesaving
(provide cover)
Universities
Life Surfing Events
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Wall health
and safety
(cycle and
run)
Water
quality
Access
points
Road
closures
Water
quality
Wall health
and safety
(cycle and
run)
Access
points
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Triathlon

All year round
training facility

Form part of Open
Water Swimming
training facility, cycle
and running
development. Club
based at sports centre
Triathlon orientated
gym facilities

line/art installation, clubhouse rooms –
temporary event base, though could build
temporary structures, a long thin pontoon
to act as a dive start would be excellent for
elite events
Nec: Permanent buoyed course, cycle, run,
wall safety measures, slipway access,
carpark, clubhouse facilities

British Triathlon
Welsh Triathlon
Celtric Tri
Local Clubs
Universities

Water
quality
Lagoon wall
safety, lock
down

National Federation: RYA
Very positive about the proposed development and acknowledged how important the sheltered wall could be to the utilisation of the lagoon for various
sailing sports. Consideration to be given to a disability rehabilitation centre, (Help for Heroes) where funding is currently available. Site would be excellent
for youth and grass root development with its sheltered safe and accessible space and the opportunity for permanent low water access. RYA feel the
lagoon doesn’t have the scope to be an international event site but would be exceptionally well suited to development/club and could be potentially well
supported by funding. The site however would suit some sailing disciplines as a world class venue eg Extreme Sailing – racing catamarans which are
enhanced by an iconic venue with land and seabased viewing with racing over a small area. To enhance the site as a sailing centre it would need to link up
with potentially Swansea University. This could lead to synergy with sports science, psychology section and sports medicine, thus enabling the potential
development of a performance pathway. There are also huge positive benefits of linking the Sports Centre with a name eg “Ellen Macarthur Sailing”.
“The potential offered by the Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay is massive for sailing at all levels especially with the sheltered lagoon making it
excellent for disability watersports”
Victoria Radmore, Sport Wales Development Officer (NPT)
Category
Level
Event Types
Requirements
Bodies
Concerns
Sailing
Club
Youth, schools and
Nec: organisation led by a local yacht club, RYA
Health and
level/grassroot/yout
universities sailing area
teaching then potentially endorsed by
Mumbles YC
safety
h development
backed by Welsh
RYA/WAY, clubhouse facilities, slipways at
Local Clubs
Water
Government, Wales
both water levels into lagoon, shore based
Disability Clubs
quality
sponsored fleet,
facility with waterfront access, 3-4 wide
Schools
sheltered safe and
spaced jettys, ramps, boats storage,
Welsh Sailing
accessible space with
maintenance preparation, storage
Swansea and NPT
requirements, emergency boats x2 slipways Youth
permanent LW access.
RYA – “Onboard” –
Development
development training
Surf Lifesaving
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programme, working in
partnership with Clubs
and teachers bringing
children for
participation. LAPA
funding
Sailing

National International

Aberavon
Gower Activity
Centre
Bay Leisure –
currently no
sailing offered

Extreme sailing series,
national lagoon events,
European and World
cup events, natural
viewing amphitheatre,
disability events at all
levels

Nec: buoyed course with launch
RYA
Spectator
location/slipway, temporary marina for
OC ThirdPole –
Health and
access, sponsor village area, large land
event organisers
safety
take plenty of room on site to build the
Welsh Sailing
Circuit uses
event infrastructure, sponsor village etc,
Disability Sport
Cardiff until
would have to build launch location slipway
Wales
2014, would
- in Cardiff till 2014. Need to consider
Paralympic
need to hold
viewing platforms for spectator seating,
Steering
water during
holding water in the lagoon, work with
Committee
event days
events company high staging costs but
income potential high – would need to work
with WAG on Welsh sports strategy for
Swansea
Opt: pontoon could be utilised as
hospitality viewing
Sailing
Disability sailing –
Permanent all access
Nec: A special section of the wall would
Mumbles YC
Wall health
recreation and
disabled sailing venue
need to be designed to accommodate this
NPT Disability
and safety
competition
with disabled winch
equipment, all facilities and equipment
Clubs
issues
platform
designed with disability in mind. Jetty area
RYA
off wall with winch system to lower boat
Disability Sport
into water, preferably below LW so tide
Wales
independent. Ramps, braile signs disabled
Disability Swansea
loos and showers, transportation to jetty
Forum
area, enhanced emergency cover
Opt: clubhouse facilities, gyms,
rehabilitation centre
National Federation: Welsh Rowing Association and Welsh Sea Rowing Federation
The Welsh Sea Rowing Federation have had their eye on bidding for the Coastal Rowing World Championships (FISA) for a number of years and see the
lagoon as a good venue for this. The event has approx. 600 competitors and lasts three days. The lagoon would be a real positive venue with its sheltered
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waters as a number of these events have been
racing in fixed boats. Thus a WAG/Welsh Sport
Category
Level
Coastal Rowing
National to
International

Rowing

Club and recreational
Disability

cancelled due to the weather in the past. Searowing takes place in sliding sea boots rather than traditional
funding to bring these boats to the clubs
Event Types
Requirements
Bodies
Concerns
Coastal Rowing World
Nec: Parking for major event, participants
Welsh Rowing
Access to
Championships Host
and visitors large trailer area, wide slipway
Association
the water
Venue 2018 FISA
and or floating pontoons, storage for 50
FISA
Searowing
Celtic Longboat Open
boats (doesn’t need to be indoor), changing Local Clubs
in different
Championships
facilities, lagoon marked out in large
Universities Clubs
boats –
triangle with route about 7km in length,
Sport Wales
needs
viewing platforms and capability to put up
City of Swansea
funding and
large screens, if a 2km straight line/6 lane
Rowing Club
Clubs buy in
course could be established it would be
Mumbles Rowing
useful for river rowers
Club
Opt: Clubhouse facilities, a temporary
village could be built for this.
Allows access to safe
Nec: access to the water, trailer area –
University
Access to
and partially sheltered
parking and boat access, changing
Clubs - local
water,
waters, utilisation of
facilities, lagoon management with other
weather –
disability platform
sports, emergency facilities
no point
Opt: clubhouse facilities, teaching area to
competing
run coaching courses
with river
rowing

Windsurfing: Utilisation of the lagoon
To provide a local recreational amenity that could be used by the local community and utilised as a tourist facility. At present windsurfing is very limited in
the Swansea area.
Category
Level
Event Types
Requirements
Bodies
Concerns
Windsurfing
Club and
Safe contained area,
Nec: access at both LW and HW, parking,
RYA
Competition
Recreational youth
learning and
storage, changing facilities
Welsh Sailing
with Bay
development,
intermediate facility
Opt: educational rooms in Clubhouse
Youth Development Sports
national competitions
though they
are
struggling
due to tides
Canoe, Kayaking and Paddleboarding: Utilisation of the lagoon
To provide a local recreational amenity that could be used by the local community and utilised as a tourist facility. Paddleboarding is one of the fastest
growing sports.
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Category
Canoe, Kayaking and
paddleboarding

Level
Event Types
Requirements
Club and
Access allowing safe
LW access point, facilities and parking
recreational/youth
and partially sheltered
development
canoe area in SA1
Running Walking and Cycling: Utilisation of the lagoon wall
To provide a local recreational amenity that could be used by the local community and utilised as a tourist facility
Category
Level
Event Types
Requirements
Running, walking and Recreational
Running, cycling and
Nec: clubhouse, changing facilities,
cycling
Schools, universities
walking clubs based at
café/bar, cycle storage, smooth surface,
and Clubs
the lagoon, league
painted lines, split from walkers, ability to
races. Lagoon run rolled close off access points. Safety systems for
out as a tourist/national public access over turbine housing. At
event
present no easy access running track in
(see note below)
Swansea area, good for winter training if
floodlit
Opt: potential for retail outlet, floodlighting
winter utilisation

Bodies
Canoe Wales
Local Swansea and
NPT Clubs

Concerns
Access to
water

Bodies
SU
3m Running Club
Celtic Running

Concerns
Health and
safety –wall
separation
weather
shut down,

Running

Club and National

Swansea Marathon, Half
Marathon, 10km

3M Running Club
Triathlon Wales
Swansea Council
Head of Events

Walking

Recreation

Recreational walking
Educational trails

Health and
safety – wall
user
separation,
weather
shut down
Health and
safety
Wall user
separation,
weather
shut down

Cycling

Recreation

Recreational cycling

Nec: Suitable surface on lagoon wall, will
need to be 5m width, markers every 500m
allowing sprint training along the wall,
changing facilities, look to link in with SA1
and SU campus (3m want to organise if
facility available)
Nec: permanent coastal path route to the
sea with educational signage along the
route,
Signage benches on wall, safe route for
public access over turbine housing,
carpark.
Education trails – rockpools and interaction
with the sea- educational learning route
Nec: Smooth surface, painted lines,
signage ability to close off access points.
Safety systems over turbine housing
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weather
shut down
Sub Aqua Diving: Safe open water training
The opportunity for an excellent location for safe and open water training
Category
Level
Event Types
Requirements
Sub Aqua Diving
Club and national
Safe open water
Nec: potential for excellent learning
training
tourism
facility, entrance to high water could share
with open water swimming training
platform, initial training platforms depth
requirements 3m to 6m. Following a depth
progression – “an open water resource”
very important in training, changing
facilities

Bodies
British Sub Aqua
Association
Universities
Welsh Association
Sub Aqua Club
Swansea Yacht &
Sub Aqua Club

Concerns
Access to
water point,
health and
safety

Fishing: Access points to fish on lagoon wall
The opportunity to provide recreational fishing through the building of pontoon access areas on the lagoon walls for fishing access points for both the local
community and tourism
Category
Level
Event Types
Requirements
Bodies
Concerns
Fishing
Recreational to
Angling off lagoon walls
Nec: Pontoon areas around the wall for
Local Fisherman
Health and
national tourism
- design specific fishing
fishing access points, car park
Safety
stations along the
Opt: option for retail
perimeter wall
Clubhouse: Sports Centre
To provide a “Sports Centre” to encompass all sports and utilise the lagoon throughout the year with the various sports and to act as an education,
training and performance centre. Clubhouse facilities with Clubs for each sport linked to it. Expertise coaching and management. Would need to consider
it being a Charitable Trust to enable it to be eligible for rounds of funding.
“Since I have lived in Wales this is the best and most exciting project for Swansea that I have ever heard of”
Chris Allen Gower Activity Centre
Category
Level
Event Types
Requirements
Bodies
Concerns
Sports Centre
Recreational to
Sports centre facilities
Nec: Clubhouse facilities, café, changing
Welsh Government
Not to
national tourism
to enable a variety of
rooms, equipment storage, offices for sports Swansea and Neath compete
recreational sports to
staff, reception booking of sports,
Council
with Bay
take place on the lagoon educational rooms,
Gower Activity
Sports –
(running, rowing,
Opt: consider running electric bike scheme,
Centre
though
canoeing, stand up
retail outlets
Bay Leisure Ltd
could be
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paddle surfing
wakeboarding, sailing,
dragon boating,
pedalos, sailing,cycling)

joint
enterprise
with them.
Importance
of linking to
University
campus

Childrens’ Play Area and Education Trails on Lagoon Wall: Outdoor
To provide a “Children’s Play area” linking to education trails on the lagoon wall
Level
Event Types
Requirements
Category
Education Trails
Recreational
Steps and lowering to the lagoon wall to
provide the education trail to the visitors
centre – key areas. Consider rockpools and
child integration with the sea along route
Childrens Play area

Recreational

Land based facilities for an outdoor childrens
play facility, link into the education trail to
the visitor centre, sport, history and lagoon
identity
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Bodies

Concerns
Health and
safety, cost
Distances to
the visitor
centre
Positioning

Considerations





















Events based sporting proposals could benefit from a transformation to the Swansea Docks
south east wall to become a promenade or spectator platform. Even basic tiered level prom
would enable people to sit and walk along it with good viewing elevation
Needs to form part of the WAG – Major Events Strategy as a leading Welsh venue. Consider
Glasgow as they have done this well in their city sports strategy
Emergency rescue – speak to RNLI
The importance of establishing really good links with the universities is paramount to the
success, 21,000 students enrolled each year between Swansea University and The Metropolitan.
Further work/collaboration with Swansea University/Met. Access to universities halls of
residences for event production and participants villages will back all bids for major events.
Recognise that there is competition emphasis on proposed watersports centre to work in
conjunction with the local centres, not against. Incorporate other centres into our development.
Importance of partner commitment including revenue support if required.
Delivers against NGB’s, Sport Wales and Olympic legacy targets to grow participation in sport
Consider opportunities to attract funding in detail
A real unique tourist attraction, major destination attraction all year round participation,
competition and event opportunities.
Join the educational/visitors centre on the lagoon eg field trips for schools, colleges and the
university, incorporate the sport aspect with – two in one.
Measures of success will relate to levels of participation (local people and visitors, clubs,
education establishments) skill development and coach education, commercial activity safe
management and control, meeting financial projections and long term viability and
sustainability.
Strength of management and expertise for the overall operation. Importance of sports
marketing and development, committed time and resources by the operator and stakeholders
year on year
Consider the benefits of commercial partnership providing resources and expertise to the
scheme – perhaps sharing the risk
Focus on the right sports. Consider the management arrangements for a combination of
watersports activities (for equipment hire and retail)
Indicative building and waterside lifecycle maintenance and structure replacement costs over
time linked to asset ownership and responsibility
With regard to facilities the inclusion of a café and the opportunities for specialist watersports
retailers, specialised gymnasium, would provide the ideal for both spectators and participants.

Notes on Feasibility

Note 1 – An Outdoor (Water)Sports Centre/Centre of Excellence
A centre providing recreational and watersports could be incorporated with the centre of excellence,
thus encompassing the tourism aspects. Providing strong links with the visitors centre and providing
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facilities to enable a variety of watersports and other sports to take place. The opportunity to create
participant atmosphere and excitement, communication, training and inspiration from the
clubhouse. Suggest that it is opened up to cover both running and cycling areas. The opportunity to
run the electric bicycle scheme could be from here as well. The area would need to combine wet and
dry service areas, equipment hire and opportunity for catering facilities, storage (internal and
external of small equipment and watercraft). Office space for management team. Consideration for
gymnasium, café and retail outlets. Aim to become a hub of excellence across different sports not a
stand alone. The sports taught could encompass watersports, coaching from beginners through to
advanced with individual sport federation qualified coaches. Opportunities to look at other sports eg
windsurfing, wakeboarding, dragon boating, pedalos etc.
Note 2 – The Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon Identity and Legacy
Consider the concept of the lagoon providing its own identity not just through watersports but tie
this in with other sports to create a “Tidal Lagoon Sport”. The “Lagoon Run” – Swansea Bay’s own
launched with some well known athletes/celebrities. The wall acts as running track that could be
used by all ages and abilities. Consider technology so that visitors are able to come to the sports
centre, register, pick up a chip that they then insert in their shoe (stats data/heartbeat, fitness
etc/screened images/film/photographic option as well for website – finish line, also opps for screens
showing how they are doing whilst on run) Run the “Lagoon Run” and have advanced technology
that picks up timings and detail etc which are linked to a dedicated website page etc, bit of clever PR
could roll this out nationally and become part of the visitor experience. There are options to
consider Swim and Cycle on the same lines. (sig issues with cycle) Offer a decent prize to annual
overall winner – record holder etc. Short term look to roll out the concept to schools, colleges and
universities, clubs (inter-competitions). Consider a running based Club headquarters at the centre –
look to become a place to train for marathons, long distance runs, evening training etc - running and
watersport specialised orientated gym. Provide youth engagement and meeting point – opportunity
for education and inspirational talks. Further opportunities with the development of more tidal
lagoons. Importance of lights for training, uniqueness/usage.

Immediate considerations for lagoon design
-

Lighting around the wall

-

Positioning of proposed facilities to include
o

Visitors Centre

o

Disability platform and open water training platform at HW

o

Slipways for launching and emergency rescue (storage of rib craft)

o

Platforms for fishing

o

Platforms for building of temporary stands

o

Width of cycle track, walkway
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-

o

Surface of cycle track, walkway

o

Educational trail

o

Water level near promenade wall

o

Barriers on the wall

o

Access and lockdown to the wall

o

Mariculture cultivation

Health and safety requirements of all the above
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